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Central plans under-21 club
By JAMES P. LUIDL
Staff Writer

One problem that has always
faced the underclassmen at Central is where to go for entertainment in Ellensburg. There are
many places in Ellensburg that
offer entertainment for a college
student, but the majority of
these establishments are accessible only to the over-21 student
who can drink alcohol legally.
There are those at CWU who
are trying to alleviate this problem. by opening CWU's own
-undergrad club. An undergrad
club is a place where.the student
. who is under 21 can go to enjoy
a nightclub atmosphere and
have some fun. The club offers a
center for entertainment on
campus and would serve
·nonalcoholic drinks and food.
· There are groups on campus trying to ·open such a club at Central.
John Drinkwater, head of stu. dent activities said that the idea
· of an undergrad club has been
being discussed for about a year.
Drinkwater_ said that even
though there are dances on campus for the under-21 crowd, we
need something different like a
nightclub where students can go
for an alternative source of
entertainment.
A task force has been created
to put a plan of action together.
This task force includes Karen
Moawad, head of the SUB; Pat
Moore of the scheduling center;

Bike lane
Committee will
meet Monday to
discuss
labor costs
and implications .
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Tom Ogg from dining services to have it as realistic as possible.
and Caryn Hanan. They are try- Sneakers. cost $50,000 to open
ing to open a night club in the ·a nd was authentic right down to
South cafeteria in the SUB by real cocktail glasses and pernext fall quarter.
sonalized napkins.
This is not the first time that a
Drinkwater would like the
project of this type has been at- club to be ·a n umbrella program
tempted. Drinkwater said that for different activities on camthe University tried to open up a pus. The club could host Papa
club in 1976. It was to be called John's, Central' s amateur nights,
Mon_roe' s (after M ·a rilyn on Wednesdays, have· -a comMonroe) and was to be in the edy/jazz show Thur~ays and
basement of the SUB. The . have dances on Fridays. ·EvenEllensburg Fire Department · tually the club _might hire .live
stopped the project because the bands and move to the · SUB
facility did not meet fire codes. It ballroom. The club would also
would have cost $80,000 to cor- have its own sound system.
rect deficiencies.
Drinkwater said that the task
· The University has also had
other activities similar to the force would like to-have free addub, like the preview dance in . mission or a minimal cover
·sue Lombard Hall for incoming charge-. Moore said that
students and casino nights, but . Sneakers issued membership
the University has never had a cards and only members could
.permanent nightclub on campus - · attend the club. She said that one
problem Sneakers ran foto,
for students.
which
she suspects would also
Task force member Pat Moore
recently went to a conference of be a problem here, is high school
·t he Associated College Unions · students forging ID' s to get in.
Funding for the club will
and attended a seminar on
under-21 nightclubs. Moore said come from a coalition of departthat they were given a presenta- ments on campus. These include .
tion on Sneakers, an undergrad SUB operations, dining services
~d the social activities fund of
club at a Wisconsin university.
She said that when it first open- the Associated Students of Cened, Sneakers was not successful. tral Washington University. The
The second time · they opened club would be open three days
the club, they involved the per )Veek to start, but Moore
students and the club became said that they would like to open
permanent and is now open everyday if there is enough interest. She said that .Sneakers
everyday.
always has 300 to 500 customers
Moore said that the secret to
running a successful nightclub is daily.
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By NOLA HUTCHISON
Staff Writer

While walking to class, have
you ever been run down by a
speeding biker, or have you ever
tumbled off your bicycle, and
collided with the cement in an
attempt to avoid an unsuspecting pedestrian? Scott Lemert,
vice president of the Associated
Students of Central Washington
University Board of Directors, is
aware of these often painful
mishaps, and has formed a committee to discuss the creation of
a voluntary bike lane for Cen~
tral' s congested main mall.
The six-member committee,
The six- or seven-foot-wide,
headed by Lemert, will hold a
two-way
lane will begin at the
meeting Mon., April 13, in SUB ,
north
end
of the main mall, near
Room 215 at 3 p.m. Attendance
'Nicholson Pavilion, and run the
is open to the public.
entire length of the mall to
The bike lane is "something Eighth Avenue.
·
that students can live by and that
Lemert said he hopes conwe can afford," said Lemert. struction of the bike lane will
The proposed lane is designed to take place entirely during the
create a more compatible en- coming Memorial Day
vironment for both walkers and weekend.
bikers, Lemert added.
Costs for both labor and-sup-

plies are estimated at $1 ,000.
Presently, Lemert is asking the
Washington State Public Safety
Board to fund the project.
Lemert expects word from the
chairman of the board by Monday, before the bike lane committee meets. If the board denies
funds for the proposed bike
lane, money may be sough
from student or University funding.

The bike lane is a ''quick, easy
fix'' until Central can achieve
something more permanent,
Lemert said.
Scheduled as much as 20
years from now is an entirely
separate bike lane, the result of
major construction. Tentatively,
this lane will run parallel to the
main mall, on the west side.
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION

Book store abandons book exchange program
In the March 20 issue of The Observer, it was
reported that the book exchange program was
having difficulties getting underway. The story
pointed to a letter from Director of Auxiliary Services Wendell Hill and Book Store Manager Dave
MacAuley as the source of the exchange
program's problems.
In the letter, Hill and MacAuley said they did not
believe the ASCWU was helping students by providing a book exchange program for students.
What they are really trying to say is that the
ASCWU is not helping the book store by providing
the exchange program. After all, isn't the book
store the primary shopping center for Central
students looking for new or used books? An exchange program would seriously affect the flow of
profits raked in by the book store.
Earlier in the year, MacAuley said the book store
would be willing to help the program in any way
they could. Maybe someone ·from the ASCWU

should have stopped and asked what kind of help
he meant.
Also, there are many colleges and universities
thoughout the nation which operate book exchange programs. These colleges and universities
should serve as examples that book exchange
programs are beneficial and can work. Why should
Central be any different?
Do Hill and MacAuley have some sort of psychic
power which is enabling them to see what other
colleges and universities could not? Perhaps they
are having visions of students suffering from problems created by the exchange program. I think
the only problem they see is the one dealing with
book store revenues.
The Observer story also said Hill and MacAuley
had their doubts about whether it was right for
students to have a program which would allow
students to freely exchange books and money
outside .of the book store, lf!hen ·it was the book

store that had gotten the books here in the first
place.
I just finished paying $60 for three used books. I
want to know how right it is for the book store to
keep charging high prices for used books. Not only does the book store make a profit when selling
·the books new, but also when selling them used
(and they sell those books time after .time and
make profit after profit).
There is no one I can go to to complain about
these high prices, so why shouldn't the ASCWU
be allowed to give me a cheaper option. And since
the ASCWU is working for the students, it ought to .
be the students who should eventually decide the
final outcome of the exchange program. After all,
we are the ones who are either going to benefit or
suffer from the program.

LIONEL G. CAMPOS

CLASSIFIEDS ·'Thinking of taking some time off
from school?
We need
MOTHER'S - HELPERS. ,
Household .duties and childcare.
Live in exciting New York City
suburbs. Room, board and salary.
included. 203-622-0717 or
9l4-273-1626. No 'summer only'
positions.
SPRING BATHING SUIT
DOESN'T FIT: Try the Weight
Loss and Reduction Luncheon
Group Noon Thursdays, Health
and Counseling Center. 963-1391
LOST: Cigarette lighter case at
The Galaxy Room 3/11/87. Brown
metal with imprinted flowers.
Very sentimental. Please contact
Stacy at 963-3346. No questions
asked.
WEIGHT
LOSS
AND ·
METABOLISM MINI-CLINIC in
our store all day Friday from

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. BETTER . . ··:. BETTER LIFE NATURAL
FOOQS: · Your local whole foods .
LIFE NATURAL FOODS:.· ,
, ~ar~et:- . , qRANOLA ·.. HEAD- .
WANTED:
Summe·r · · can:ip:
QUARTERS; '· Monday thru Thurscounselors and waterfront staff
day 9: .30~6.:UO, . Friday 9:30-4:00;
for camp Killoqua, June 19-A~g
Sunday 12:00-4:00, Closed Satur15. Call (206) 259-4104.
day.
·. JOHN SHEAFFER- · .Representing .
SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWSEsteem Plus- come in and talk
Average earnings $3,400. Gain
with John about the metabolic apvaluable experience in advertis- .
proach to weight loss.
ing, sales, and public relations
selling yellow page advertising for
tne Central Washington campus
NANNY POSITIONS: Care for
telephone directories. Opportunichildren in one of several East or .
ty to travel nationwide. Complete
West locations.
Room, board,
training program in North
$120-200 per week. Attend school
Carolina. (Expenses paid) Lookeves. · One year commitment. ·
ing for enthusiastic, goal-oriented
Non-smokers preferred. Call for
students for challenging, wellinterview.
La Petite Mere
paying summer job. Sign up for
1-(800)-621-1985
interviews with University Directors at the Career Planning and
Placement Center by April 13.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING-LOW RATES--LICENSED PROFESSIONAL. Mail-out,. Reports,
Te:i:-m Projects, Resumes, Theses.
SECRETARIAL .SERVICES Ltd.
''The Sign of the Swan''.
962-6378.
.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST/WORD
PROCESSING- . Reasonable, fast,
accurate, nothing too large, small
or difficult. Resume specialist.
BOOKMARK SERVICES, across
from the pos~ office.
Call
962-"6609.
RIDE WANTED: To Yakima, 12
or 1 daily. Will share gas expense.
Please call 963-1303 or go to Kennedy 101 weekday mornings; Ask
for Jana.
·
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NEWS

Bankruptcy c,loses University Pizza
By ERIC LUNDBERG
Staff Writer

It happened again. Central
students came back from a
break only to find out another
hot-spot they had grown accustomed to had shut down.
After Christmas break,
students returned to town to
find The Ranch had burned
down, never to open its doors as
.The Ranch again, and after
returning from spring break,
University Pizza and Ribs,
which had grown over the
course of a quarter to be the
place to go on Wednesday nights
for twenty-five cent beers, was
bankrupt, with its last business
day being last Friday, April 3.
Owner/manager Tracy
Nodlinski could not pin-point
one central factor for the
business to be in the financial
straits it is, except to say that, "I
felt we had the best product in
town, at reasonable prices and
the most ideal location in town,
the students were just not coming in.'' Nodlinski went on to say
that ideally, a business should
only have to spend three percent
of its income on advertising,
whereas U-Pizza was spending
around 16 percent on advertising per month.
Some students may recall that
until two years ago, the
establishment Nodlinski ran
was Roundtable Pizza. Roundtable is a franchise corporation,
charging a fee from the owner to
use the Roundtable name. After
three years of making payments
to Roundtable, Nodlinski
bought out the rights and changed the name to University Pizza

and Ribs.
When asked why he felt the
establishment was unable to
keep afloat, Nodlinski replied,
"Basically, there are a lot of factors, our overhead was way out
of hand, we were paying $2,000
a month in our lease just to be
here, we can't increase the price
of our product and still expect
people to come in and eat, and
the area around here is
ridiculous, there are 51
restaurants in Ellensburg
alone."
·
.
Nodlinski has had extensive
restaurant experienGe previous
to coming to the Ellensburg area.
He was the manager of what he
says was a million dollar Roundtable in California's Bay area.
He is 27 years old, holds a
Bachelor of , Science in science
and a minor in business administration from Chico State
University, California. He
started operating in Ellensburg
five years ago, keeping the
Roundtable name for his first
three years, then becoming
U-Pizza for his last two. Nodlinski saw the bankruptcy coming
as early as three years ago he
said, but, "we held our breath
and hoped for a miracle." John ,
Frazzini,
owner/manager of the very successful Frazzini's pizza parlor,
does not see U-Pizza's problem
so much as oversaturization as
maybe not being able· to stay in
business long enough to weather
the tough years and build up
clientele. ''This is a funny
town," Frazzini said, "they will
get used to a place and they
won't switch. I knew Tracy
(Nodlinski) and I am genuinely
·sorry to see him go. I had a place

ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST -

Pizzamia will take over the building now

go bankrupt in Yakima and I
know what it's like.''
In addition to the Godfather's
and Dominoes establishments
hurting everyone in the pizza
business in Ellensburg, Frazzini
felt that the changing of Roundtable to U-pizza and Ribs might
have done damage as well.
The building U-Pizza occupied
will not remain vacant for long,
however. The owner U-Pizza

that University Pizza and Ribs has filed
bankruptcy. ·

leased the property from, Steve
DeCou will return and open up
shop, calling the restaurant Pizzamia, as it was called when he
began in Ellensburg 17 years
ago. Tentative plans have
DeCou moving the bar into the
back room, where the big screen
television used to sit.
Students that had visited
U-Pizza on Wednesday nights

for the cheap beer might have
difficulty believing the establishment was doing that badly, with
lines for beer reaching as many
as 50 persons long, and the rest
of the place packed. When asked about this Nodlinski replied,
"We weren't making any
money on Wednesday nights,
that was just to get people in the
door. It didn't work, obviously."

Crisis Line recruits volunteers
TIFFANY McCUTCHEON
News Editor

"I can't say enough about our
volunteer staff,'' said Jacquelyn
Galbraith, director of the Crisis
Line. ''They work hard and earn
the satisfaction of doing an extremely demanding job very
well." That opportunity can be
yours, too. If you have ever
thought of serving on the Crisis
Line, now is the time to get involved.
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JACQUELYN GALBRAITH - Crisis Line director, sets

up training sessions for volunteers.

Ask a Crisis Line volunteer
why he volunteers and you're
likely to get a variety of answers,
but when it gets right down to it,
according to Galbraith, they all
do it because they care.
''They care enough to be there
24 pours a day, everyday. Each
time the Crisis Line telephone
rings, a volunteer has the opportunity to reach out and be of genuine help to those in need. It
can be an electrifying experience and very rewarding -one that can get you hooked on
community involvement and
helping others on a one-to-one
basis.''
Galbraith said that, for the
most part, people who call are
helped most just by being heard.

There are so many people who
are angry, frustrated or depressed because no one in their lives
cares enough to listen. A Crisis
Line volunteer learns to listen.
''It is a front line position,''
said Galbraith. ''One in which a
volunteer's skills in communication are tested. It's an action role
that brings out the best in people."
There are only two training
classes each year. Atf:endance is
mandatory before ·a volunteer
may serve on the Line. The April
class is reserved for those who
can commit to working durihg
the summer months.
The April training workshop
is scheduled for April 10, 11 and
12. It will prepare volunteers to
handle a variety of calls and
focuses on communication
skills, understanding the
suicidal personality and screening for potential lethality. It will
teach volunteers crisis intervention theory, including domestic
violence and child abuse, and
will teach volunteers how to
make appropriate referrals.
''Crisis Line volunteers not
only become expert listeners,
they learn how to network all
the available helping resources
this community has to offer,"

said Galbraith.
New volunteers must be at
least 18-years-old and are asked
to make a one-year commitment
to work on the line. "It is not a
service where one can just drop
in and out," she said. "We owe
:oeople more than that. We need
volunteers who are prepared to
be trained and to put that training to use helping other.''
A trained volunteer's commitment is one three-hour shift each
week. According to Galbraith, at
this time there is ,a special need
for community people or
students who are able to work
through the summer. Both men
and women or husband and
wife teams are encouraged to
volunteer.
''If you make time to do that
giving, you'll be enriched for it,"
said Galbraith. "You can't give
as a Crisis Line volunteer and
not receive."
The workshop is this
weekend, so give Jackie
Galbraith a call at 925-2166 today to volunteer or for more information.
Also, if you need someone to
listen to you, remember that you
can call the Crisis Line at
925-4168.
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Short
Stuff
By TIFFANY McCUTCHEON
News Editor
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of Probity. Interested students are invited to stop by the ASCWU office, SUB
Room 214, or call 963-1693.
Little said these positions need filling
immediately so don't be shy. Call . .
The ASCWU is also looking for one
more secretary. If you have the
- necessary skills or the necessary interest in ASCWU affairs, please call the
ASCWU office to inquire. An applica- ·
t_ion may be picked up in Room 214 of
the SUB.

sewer line from Barge Hall.
Bridges over the barricaded construetion area will allow access to the south
entrance of Smyser Hall and travel between Shaw-Smyser and Barge, a
physical plant spokesman said.
Bicyclists and walkers should also be
alert for construction equipment and
vehicles in the area.

The Observer:
write or wrong

People
LYNN CASTLE and JUDY KIRK,
Central Washington University seniors,
won awards in the Pacific Northwest
Region, Women in Communications
competition.
Castle's entry placed first in the
Television Feature category.
Kirk took third place with her entry
in the Business Press Features category.
MARK JOHNSON,
former
Associated Students of Central
Washington University president, is
spending spring quarter in Washington,
D.C.
.
Johnson is serving an internship in
Sen. Dan Evans office.
The standing committee for the
ASCWU Book Exchange is now com-.
plete. DUANE LARUE was appointed
by the Board of Directors to serve on
the Exchange.
Two Central professors were
honored at Commemoration Night in
March.
DR. LARRY DANTON, dean of the
School of Business and Economics, wa:s
named Distinguished Person of the
Year.
DR. WARREN STREET, Psychology
Department, was awarded the title of
Outstanding Professor of the Year.
Watch future issues of the Observer
for feature stories about Drs. Danton
and Street.

CAUTION!!!!
Groundswork in several locations on
campus will cause some congestion and
hazards of which pedestrians and
bicyclists should be aware.
Replacement of a steam line south of
Kennedy Hall near the intersection of
Walnut Mall and the Town Ditch irrigation canal, will snarl traffic from midApril until early May . .
Pedestrians at the southwest comer
of the campus will encounter a 220-foot
trench during late April and early May.
The physical plant announced the project in that area to replace a deteriorated
A pedestrian bridge will allow
passage through the paved courtyard
south of the Kennedy office building.
Persons who can avoid this area are encourage to find an alternate route.

JOSEPH POWELL, English Department, has had his story, "The Iron
Horse, ' ' accepted by the Trestle Creek
Review at North Idaho College. His
three poems, "Leveling Grain," "The
Shepherd's Hands" and "Standing
Dead" were accepted by Panoply.
Two of his poems, ''The Orea'' and
''Survival: Monk Varonofy,'' have been
published in The Sucamochee Review
at Livingston University.

Announcements
ASCWU President Mike Little is asking for volunteers to serve on the campus Judicial Council and on the Council
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LOOK FOR US
IN YOUR MARKETING
CLUB COUPON BOOK

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.·
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
iustfine.

Brown is a graduate of the University
of Washington and was last employed
as a researcher for U of W.
The offices for Handicapped Student
Services is located in Kennedy Hall.
Special Services invites students, faculty and staff to stop in and meet Mr.
Brown.

KENNETH SMITH, English Department, has had his one-act play, "Obedience," staged at the Playwright's
Center in San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 13.
The play is a comedy set in the hills of
Ellensburg.

~~

QUESTION #2.

DAVE BROWN has been hired as the
new coordinator for Handicapped Student Services.

SAKAE NOZU, visiting professor
from Shimane University in Japan, is
teaching Japanese calligraply at Central '
this quarter.
Nozu has taught calligraphy and
calligraphic history at CWU' s sister
university in Japan since 1969.
"Calligraphy is my dearest hobby,"
he says. "I am never apart from my
writing brushes.'' Nozu is a graduate of
Tokyo Artistic University.

~\\e~

~\}t~'
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c)

Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
. know that AT&r Lon Distance Service is the ri ht choice for you.
*"'AT&r o ers so many rr1 ic va ues. For examp e, you
can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during
weekends
until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
/// .;1fr
to 8 am.,
Sunday through Friday.
.
vtf~IP ·
·
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
·.
Cl'
, ·
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38 %
·
· off our day rate. .
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&r gives you
jmmediate credit.if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&r for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can help save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have tOllang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, a~ 22~::9~00---~.~-- ~(_.,, ~

1l

r

~

ATs.T

The right choice.
©1986AT&T
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''CR7'CH ·7'BE WRYE
of Central Toda1i· , ,
~

With one ol.. the Ja,._~/ 2tJO .
cop1Cs of the 86-87 Central

YEAHBtJtJr

Tti Pure/Jase_·

• Fi.I.I

out Coupon- Be.low

•Make S22 C.beck Payab.!e
CWU Tearb1.">0E

/or all their help
w.iththe

ft6J

•Deposit at Cas.!Jier~ M.itc.be.!J ·
or Drop Bo~ SUB .I .I .I
•Questions? Call 3-.169.I

·suB Games RO()m ·
Ski Competition
samuelsoa:olon
Central Walhlftston UnlYcrtky
E11itntbur<J,Washtn!ton9"i6

HA:ME_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CLASS _ __
ID*· _ _ _ _ ___,.HONE _ _ _ _ _ _,___

PERMANENT ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

On sale this week, duplicating paper, normally
$4.69 a ream, now only $2.50 per ream ..
And, up to 75 % off outdated candy and nuts.

Wou/J also 'like to help With your graJuation neeJs. We now have QraJuation Jl.nnouncements
in stocky JI. 10-carJ package is available for $4.99 (one~color} anJ $5.- 99·~~{two~color)-.· ~· .
We also have caps anJ gownSJor $14.95 anJ .souVenir tassels for $3.00. With graJuation just
arounJ the corner, we suggest you shop early anJ avoiJ any last minute Jelays.
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New BOD hears budget
By DUANE IARUE
Staff Writer

Every year Wendell Hill attends the
first meeting of the new Board of Directors of the Associated Students of Central Washington University. What is the
Board of Directors and who is Wendell
Hill?
The BOD is the group of officials
elected by the student body to represent
them each year. Hill is the director of
Auxiliary Services. Hill is in charge of
everything from the residence halls to
the conference center and the
bookstore.
Every year Hill appears before our
" student government to explain the
Housing and Dining Services budget.
Hill told the Board that there will be no
rate increases for housing next year. He
added that there will also be no increases in things like the coin-operated
washing machines, either. The overall
increase was 4.7 percent, this year.
In answer to questions, Hill explained
why there is free parking 1n the Student
Village parking lots, and why the new
coin-op dryers in residence halls are in. efficient.
According to Hill, increased efficien-

cy over the past year is the reason that
there will be no increases next year. In
response to a question by ASCWU
President Mike Little, he explained that
· restructuring of bonds had nothing to
do with increased efficiency.
At the Feb. 20 Board of Trustees
meeting, Courtney Jones, vice president
of budget and financial affairs, said that
"preliminary analysis [of housing bond
financing] indicates that prepayment
would result in a substantial reduction
in balance sheet liability and, probably,
in annual debt service requirements.''
Jones added that this meant we
would see no increase in housing fees
and maybe would even see a decrease
for students.
Another topic discussed was Eddie
Money. The ASCWU programming
agency sent an offer to Money trying to
entice him to stop at Ellensburg on his
way from Seattle to Spokane. Allen D.
Holman said that this would be handled
by a promoter.
This means that regardless of how the
concert does, ASCWU would be
guaranteed nineteen hundred dollars. If
Eddie Money accepts, the offer we will
see him here this spring.
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PEPSI
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*With each roll of 110, 126,
. 135 or Disc (C-41 process)
color print film left for
developing and printing at i
our regular everyday low :
price, you will receive a Two r
Liter Bottle of Pepsi ® FREE !

Hurry! Offer expires

.8

April 17, 1987.

Buy a medium drink, small fry,
and get a
exp. date 4/15/87

DELUXE BURG ER for 79 e
962-1833

Juniors,Seniors &Grads•••

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!

Are you a former member?
· S.A.F.T.Y.E.

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN •••

Links
Natural Hel_pers
Washington Teen Institute
S.A.D.D.

.............

------------?

• Bring a photocopy of
your School l.D.
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?--

If yes, come join us and get involved again.
We are a CWU club that is actively involved
in alcohol abuse prevention.

Date: April 8th, 9th, and 10th
Time: 10:00am-3:00pm
Place: SUB Pit
Sponsored by
CITIBAN<O·
Alpha Kappa Psi
C~ibank

(South DakOla). N.A. _ , FDIC

i - - - - - AC CHU· S - - - - - - - - - e

Citicorp, 1986

Meetings: Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. SUB 207
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*BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN** *HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS*** THE BEATLES*
***TINA TURNER** *CHICAGO** *FLEETWOOD MAC** *PRINCE***
***VAN HALEN** *GENESIS** *PHIL COLLINS** *ERIC CLAPTON***
***THE EAGLES** *CROWDED HOUSE*** BON JOVI ***DAVID BOWIE ¥
MR. MISTER* * *DARYL HALL* AND JOHN OATES * ** * -*TEARS FOR FEARS
**ARCADIA** *ROBERT PALMER** *CLUB NOUVEAU** *GLASS TIGER¥
***PETER WOLF*** STEVE WINWOOD* **THE WHO** LED ZEPP EI JN*
* *BOSTON* **THE JETS* * *THE FIXX * * *STING** *PAUL McCP '"A\lEY
* * *JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP** *THE POLICE* * *PETE T0\1\ 1'
'
-LOU GRAMM* * *FOREIGNER* **THE ROLLING STONES* * * ~'
·~R
**BRYAN ADAMS** *JOHN LENNON*** FRANKIE GOES TC.
,,JD*
**JOURNEY** *GLENN FREY** *YES** *STEVE J
.• ~o* * *
SIMPLE MINDS*** ROD STEWART*** PETER GABRIEi
.AN LEAGUE
***RICK SPRINGFIELD**·* TOM PETTY*** THE oa
BILLY JOEL*
*THECARS***JULIANLENNON***STARSHIP~
A**STRAYCATS
***QUEEN** *DAVID LEE ROTH** *SAMM' ·
~ * *SCRITTI POLITTI
*GEORGIA SATELLITE** *EDDIE MONEY*-'
~**STEVIE WON,- ~R
***RICKO'CASSICK***ASIA **JACK/:
.1N***SUPERTR'
*
- -¥ *STEVIE NICKS*** LOVERBOY*
.~AIGHTS DIRE STF? .
*DON HENLEY*** THOMPSONlVr
OB SEGER** *E'
..:J*
1
· **DURANDURAN***ANIMOT ~
-JUTFIELD* READY,..
JRLD
*BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN***'
ANDTHE NEWS+
~ATLES*
***TINA TURNER** *a
~**FLEETWOOD~,
rilNCE* *
***VAN HALEN** *r
. •*PHIL COLLINS+
~LAPTON* * .
***THEEAGLES*·'
~EDHOUSE***sr
• . *DAVIDBOWIE•
MR. MISTER**~.,LL* * .*ANDJOHN ~
If TEARS FOR FEARS
**ARCADIA• ._,
.1TPALMER***CLU~
. .o\U***GLASSTIGER
* * * PETF,-:
· K *STEVE WI NWOOD * * ~
_WHO* *LED ZEPP E LIN*
* *BoD-r::
•HE JETS*** THE FIXX* * *~ flNG* **PAUL McCARTNEY
* * ~
AR MELLENCAMP*** THE POLICE** *PETE TOWNSEND*
LG.
w **FOREIGNER **THE ROLLING STONES** *CYNDI LAUPE
~
tt\JADAMS* **JO'
\JNON ***FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD*
JOURNEY** *a
·y** *YES** *STEVE MILLER BAND***
SIM~LEMINDS* * *P"
.. 1T* **PETER GABRIEL** *HUMAN LEAGUE
***RICK SPRINl-'"
,.~ fOM PETTY*** THE DOORS*·** BILLY JOEL*

*

*

*

*THECARS*+~

~~NNON***STARSHIP***INXS***STRAYCATS

* * * QUEE,..
.o LEE ROTH* * *SAMMY HAGAR* * * SCRITTI POLITTI
*GEORGI.
. E* **EDDIE MONEY** *HEART** *STEVIE WONDER ·
***RICK\
.JcilCK* **ASIA* *JACKSON BROWN** *SUPERTRAMP* *
¥*STEVIE .vKS* * *LOVERBOY* THOMPSON TWINS.* DIRE STRAITS***
*DON HENLEY*** THOMPSON TWINS*** BOB SEGER*** EURYTHMICS*
**DURAN DURAN*** ANIMOTION ***OUTFIELD* READY FOR THE WORLD
*BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN* * *HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS* * *THE BEATLES
* **TINA TURNER*** CHICAGO*** FL.EETWOOD MAC ***PRINCE**
***VAN HALEN** *GENESIS** *PHIL COLLINS** *ERIC CLAPTON*** ·
***THE EAGLES** *CROWDED HOUSE*** BON JOVI ***DAVID BOWIE¥
MR. MISTER** *DARYL HALL** *ANDJOHNOATES* **TEARS FOR FEARS
* *ARCADIA* **ROBERT PALMER* **CLUB NOUVEAU* * *GLASS TIGER
***PETER WOLF** *STEVEWINWOOD* **THE WHO* *LEDZEeP ELIN*
· ·* *BOSTON* * *THE JETS* * *THE FIXX * * *STING* * *PAUL McCARTNE
* * *JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP* * *THE POLICE* * *PETE TOWN.S END*
LOU GRAMM** *FOREIGNER** *THE ROLLING STONES** *CYNDI LAUPE **BRYAN ADAMS** *JOHN LENNON*** FRANKIEGOESTOHOLLYWOOD*
~**JOURNEY** *GLENN FREY*** YES** *STEVE MILLER BAND**
SIMPLE·MINDS* **ROD STEWART*** PETER GABRIEL*** HUMAN LEAGU .'
***RICK SPRINGFIELD** *TOM P.ETTY* **THE DOORS·* * *BILLY JOEL* ~
I

.
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Fresh Fellows turn Ellensburg "Topsy Turvy"
By

Mccaughey uses the influences of Ray Davies, Bob
Dylan, The Beatles, Dave Allen
and Neil Young to help write his
songs. ''Almost anything cqn influence my writing. I'll hear
something that I want to write
about and it ends up being
something totally different. The
best songs usually are ones that
aren't really influenced by
anything, but seem to come out
of nowhere.''
The Young Fresh Fellows got
their start when Carroll and McCaughey came to Seattle in April
1984. Both members had played
together in bands and done a lot
of recording together. Mccaughey and Carroll later got
together with Hutchison and
Sangster and decided to make an
album for personal satisfaction.
McCaughey commented, ''We
didn't even have a group or
anything when we made the
album. We found people liked
the album and decided to start a
group.''

DAISY STEELE

Staff Writer

Central went ''Topsy Turvy''
last Friday night when the
Young Fresh Fellows electrified
the dance crowd in the SUB
ballroom.
During ·Friday's concert, the
.f ellows showed their flair for
' parody with renditions of the
"Love Boat Theme" and Karen
Carpenter songs. But as Rolling
Stone Magazine puts it, the
Fellows are ''good for more than
laughs.'' In fact, many of their
songs such as "Searchin' USA"
and "Hang Out Right" are both
witty and philosophical. Main
songwriter and guitarist, Scott
McCaughey, noted "humor
works really well to bring out
the serious aspects of your
songs. I think you need that
dichotomy. Mccaughey, Chuck
Carroll, lead guitarist, Tad Hutc hi son, drums, and Jim
Sangster, bass, also played
numbers from their albums
''The Fabulous Sound of the
Pacific Northwest" and "Topsy
Turvy," as well as many songs
from their newest album, ''The
Man Who Loved Music" which
is to be released next week.
The new album is the band's
third release in three years.
When asked how it differs from
"Topsy Turvy," their second
album, Sangster replied, "It's
weirder!"
Mc Caughey
elaborated by saying, "In a way
I think it's more rockin' and
more accessible musically, there
aren't as many different styles
and it's more the way we sound
live.''

The band's name, The Young
Fresh Fellows, is actually a
derogatory name for American
servicemen . stationed "in Germany. While in Germany McCaughey heard the American
G.I.'s being called that and
decided it was a catchy name for
a band.
THE YOUNG FRESH FELWWS - This
Seattle-based band gave Central students a

·second chance to sample their music last
week.

------~--------_,_,

_________________

I'm hook_ed Qn making records and I just want to
k eep on dozng zt.
-Scott McCaughley

Although the band is interested in signing on with a major label, their major goal is to
keep making albums at the rate
of one a year. Says McCaughey,
"I'm hooked on making records
and I just want to keep doing it."
Please see Fellows page 9

.•

Chris Cho is Central's ''Alex Keaton''
_,

By EILEEN MILBAUER
Staff Writer

DEC? DECA? What are they?
What do they mean? The person
to ask is Chris Cho, an outstanding freshman at CWU who is
very active in both organizations.

"Family Ties." "I like to do
business in my spare time'' he
.says.
Cho wants to major in
Business Entrepreneurship but
since it isn't offered at Central he
plans to major in Business Administration. For the future,
Cho would like to work for a
large corporation, ''an IBM
type," he says, "maybe even
side by side with Iacocca.'' After
getting the training and
knowledge he needs from the
corporate world he plans to
open his own business.

As President of DEC (Delta
Epsilon Chi) and Regional Vice
President of DECA (Distributive
Education {::lubs of America),
Cho manages to keep himself
busy. He and other members
just got back from the 1987
Washington State DEC Career.
· A few goals Chris plans to
Development Conference held
achieve
within the next three
at the Bellevue Red Lion Inn.
years
is
to become next · years
Soon they will be heading off to
the National Conference in New State Vice President of DEC and
after that he wants to run for
Orleans.
State President and then NaCho has been active in DEC tional President of DEC.
and D ECA since high school. He
likes to be involved, which with
his
extroverted
personality, keeps him busy.
When asked what he likes to do
in his spare time Cho compared
himself with Alex P. Keaton of

Cho feels he has a natural
ability when it comes to the
business world.
"I have a lot of raw business
skills and DEC helps me polish
them.''

.

What exactly is DEC and
DECA? DEC is the college level
of DECA. DECA is the largest
business organization in the nation with over 135,000 members
internationally. The DEC State
Conference gives student the
chance to test their skills and
knowledge against other
members statewide through
various competitive events.
These events deal with business
areas such as management,
marketing, merchandising and
entrepreneurship.
The DEC competitive events
are demanding and highly competitive. The events include turning in detailed and comprehensive manuals for judging, taking
written exams and/or going
before a panel of business professionals to sell a product, explain a business campaign, solve
case problems, or to make on the
spot management decisions.
"DEC and DECA are the
closest thing to the real world of
business," says Cho. "It provides
hands on training and experience.''

HIGH ASPIRATIONS - Freshman Chris Cho .hopes to
head up a Fortune 500 company someday. For now, he will
lead a DEC delegation to the National Conference next
month.
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Fellows

t:

.

.

from 'page

a

The band's freshness and -spontaneity . toured, they.are iookillg forward to prois a result of using a new order of.songs -moting their riew album along with cateach time they play and many times cltlng a few baseball gaines, the band's
never following -the order they had
favorite pa5time when they aren'.·t pe:i;originally prepared. The band relies on fonning.
,
: ,
. : .:
the ·music and the audience· to give
While the band is interested in signthem their energy rather than mentally
ing on with a major label, their goal is to
preparing beforehand.
keep making albums at the rate of one a
Un April 17, the band will begin a year. The band's dedication to music
five week tour to New York, Boston, St. can be seen in McCaughey' s comment,
Louis, and Minneapolis. They will also "Even if we weren't selling any records,
be playing in various college towns both I could get a day job and still go to the
o~ campuses and in bars. Since it has
recording studio and make albums,
been ten months since the band has paying for them myself to put them out

WORD PROCESSING-LOWRATES
Mail-outs, Reports, Term Projects,
·Theses, Resumes.

ecretari

CALL NOW!!

year after year,
quarter after quarter,
Fidelity Union Life offers the mc_>st accepted ,
most popular life insurance I program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

. ... .

A newspaper to fit your lifest}/le
(particularly i~ you 're dem~rited) · :

·*cwu

YOUR SCHOLARSHIP
SEARCH IS OVER
TRAIN ONE WEEKEND-A-MONTH AT YO:UR
LOCAL ARMY NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY AND
RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:
* A $2,000 CASH BONUS, will be paid to you when yo
complete basic training.
.
*THE NEW GI BILL, will pay .you up to $140a month
while attending CWU
·
*THESTUDENTLOANREPAYMENTPROGRAM,
will pay up to 65°/o of your student loan~ plus the interest.
* A MONTHLY PAYCHEC

WASHINGTON NATIONAL GUARD YOUR
HOME TOWN SERVICE

'

Don Cleman
LIFE INSURANCE

708 E. 8TH AVENUE , IN THE PLAZA
. ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926 ·

The Observer

Bus: 925-4175
Res: 925-2336

for more information call Dale Angerman at 925-2_
933
or stop by the Army National Guard Armory
on 7th & Poplar

cBolvr'!fi
CL.Jo to
Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Why Breakfast?
The morning meal usually breaks a
fast that has lasted since the night
before (8-12 hours). Since the last meal
or snack, your body's supply of blood
sugar has dropped to a low point. The
body needs food to produce the
glucose that is necessary to keep you
going.
Studies re po rt that wi t h ou t
breakfast, peo ple becom e less
efficient in the late morning hours and
students show a poorer attitude toward
school work.
One of the most fre·quent excuses
for skip.ping breakfast is: "I want to
lose weight.'' But this plan often
backfires. Research shows that those
who skip breakfast to lose weight may
consume as many or more calories
during the day, They might nibble high
calorie snacks to curb midmorning
hunger. Motivation may be high at 7:30
a.m., but watch how it crumbles af
morning coffee break or lunch.
In reality there are no excuses for
skipping breakfast!

It's true ! Everyone is giving a canned food item to their DOMINO'S PIZZA
driver and getting $1 Off on their pizza. You can, too.
Just trade in your can of Spaghetti o's or tomato soup or tuna fish, or Spam,
etc .... and get a dollar knocked off the price of your pizza.
So fill out the coupon and trade a can for a fresh, oven-hot pizza delivered
· 30 ·
I
t di
to your door m
mmutes or ess - guaran ee ·
.
All canned food items are donated to local food banks. Tonight, can a
DOMINO'S PIZZA driver and help your local
food bank can hunger.

DOMINO'S

PIZZ~A.

DELIVERS®/j
: .
FREE. -- . -· ---- ~- "'
Offer ends May 3, 1987.

Limited delivery area. One canned lood item per pizza
Fooddonatedmustbeinoriginalsealedcontamer.

~
~

~

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

_
~
Please fill out this Food Bank Donation coupon and give it to
your DOMINO'S PIZZA driver along with your canned food
donation and $1 will be knocked off the price of your pizza'
DONOR'S ADDRESS

·

PHONE NUMBER

.

ITEM(S)DONATED
VALUEOFITEM(S)
~~;r~dfor helping your lood bank can hunger• One canned donation per pizza

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..
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Workshop teaches how to
get more out of.life
By JEANINE GODFREY
Staff Writer

Do you ever feel like you' re just not
getting through to·some people? Would
you like to get more of what you want
out of your personal relationships? You
can learn these skills this quarter in a
free workshop called Constructive
Communication Skills.

Through their dealings with students,
Affirmative Action Director, Nancy
Howard, and Jane Stark,of the Counseling Center, saw a need for this
workshop. Stark, who has worked in
three university offices, including Student Employment and Financial Aid,
would like to address the anger she sees
in many students' lives. She feels that
much of this anger stems from an inability for some people to effectively
communicate what they need or want.
Some bottle up this frustration and
others blow up all to easily. These extremes of "flight or fight" can be
brought to a workable solution through
effective communication.

Howard's job is to insure nondiscrimination in both the university's
employment practices and educational
offerings. She has also seen evidence of
communication gaps and the problems
that arise from them. She has dealt with
women who are unsure of how to handle sexual harrasment and with supervisors who have never learned how to
give constructive criticism. Howard.
says a student who is able to develop
these skills while still in college will be
one step ahead of the game once they
are in the job market ..
So it it is your parents, your boss,

your professor, your boyfriend or
girlfriend, or the person behind the
counter you just can't seem to get
through to, perhaps your communcation skills could use some sharpening.
The workshop will be in seven sessions
from April 22 through June 3, from 3:30
to 5 p.m. at the Counseling Center.
Space can be reserved by calling
963-1391.

On-Campus Family
Apartments
. NO WAITING LIST!!
We have several apartments available immediately
in Brooklane Village. These include one-bedroom,
two-bedroom, and three-bedroom units. Rental
rates are:
()ne-bedroom .................... $260
Two-bedroom ................... $280
Three-bedroom ...... ............. $300
All utilities are included in the rental rates except
telephones. A $60 deposit is required with apartment applications.

CWU Housing Office
Barge Hall, Room 103
963-1831
Dr. Maynard Linder
Dr. Sandy ·under
Dr. Myron Linder

·c

H I R 0 P R A C T 0 R S
962-2570
1011 North Alder ••• Ellensburg

Puttin' on the Glitz!

r. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - -

I

SELECT ANY NEW SPRING
SPORTWEAR PIECE AND
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT
FROM OP AND BERRY'S
HURRY
THIS SPECIAL EVENT
'ENDS SUNDAY
APRIL 12

$369.00 HAWAII PACKAGE

SELECT FROM
Juniors OP ·Young Mens OP

·.-::··:··::::::::::::·:.

Knit Pant
Crop Pant
Clam Digger
Long Jams
Walk Shorts
Campshirts
Super Tee's
Swimwear

Berry's

skirts
Tanks

Super T-Shirts
Polo Shirts
Sweatshirts
Hawaiian Shirts
Cords
Jams
Boys OP

Airfare included out of Seattle

Polo Shirts
Jams

411N.Ruby
925-3124 SERVICE FASHIONS GIFTS

---------------

--

~
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HIWAY GRILLE
. Every Tuesday is Cuervo Day

The Observer is looking for writers for next quarter. ·
Be in on the latest scoop.
See your name in ptint .
Impress your friends.

·CuerVo shooters for

*

Do you have a flair for words?
Do you want to write anyway?

*

.$1.25

962 - 9977

111w.8th

THIS COULD BE ONE OF THE BEST JOBS
NO ONE EVER TOLD YOU ABOUT
It's called Northwestern Mutual
Life Agent
And, a position with Northwestern
Mutual Life takes on a meaning all
its own
In effect, it means you're in
business on your own Maximizing
your ambitions and energies, going as
far as you can, as fast as you can.
Instead of slowly climbing some long
corporate ladder.
It means you're automatically
recognized as one of the elite.
By assets, we're among the largest
business enterprises in the country.
By reputation, our agents are
recognized as the best trained and the
most professional. According to the
industry's leading ratings authority,
our perfonnance is tradition3"lly
ranked first. And, according to the
annual Fortune Magazine survey,

we're the most admired company in
our industry.
For someone with a strong desire
to succeed, with a history of effective
hMd work and the desire for
independence, there are very few
jobs that can offer more.
If you're one of those people, and
you'd like to know more about
· becoming a Northwestern Mutual
Life Agent, call

~/l:Jlfl}i)

92&1211

College League Now Forming!
Special Practice Rates!

District
Dick Watters 509/457-1660
College Unit Director
Dave Hendrix 509/925-1954
The Davidson Bldg. Building
103 E. 4th Suite 210
Ellensburg

MSa~~

Thr Quiet Company• Where actions speak
louder thiln words.

GLES
DATE:
LOCATION:
TIME:

April 16, 1987
Super 1 Foods
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Super 1 Foods and KXLE Radio proudly present Singles Night Out! Singles Night Out will have people talking for
weeks! The great thing about Singles Night Out is that it's not just for singles, it is for couples and children as
well. There will be games played and prizes awarded throughout the night. Come one, come all! Guaranteed to be
one of the most creative and entertaining events ever seen in the Ellensburg area. See you there!

Main· Stree~ and Mountain View Ave. in Ellensburg
24 Hour Savings
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.NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT ------------------------ Mike Little .

v

EXECUTIVE .P. ----~----------------Scott Lemert

v.P. BUDGET & FINANCE-------------- Mike Kaiser
REP. FACULTV SENATE -------------- Mark Shriner
REP. CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS-------- Carolyn carver
REP. FACILITIES PLANNING----------- ·Caryn Hanan
REP. STUDENT LIVING---------------- Steve Feller

Theyworkforv.ou!
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

The New BOD is
udderly
bursting with ideas.

TEANAWAYROOMrSUB,
MONDAYAT6:30.P.M.
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME

Limited edition .

JOIN II COMMITTEE!

._...... imited supply.

SEVER Iii POSITIONS Ill([ ,f VA/lll8U

There are a few remaining
yearbooks available in
Mitchel Hall.
You can order one for only
-------$22.00
All clubs are encouraged to

Council of Probity
SUB Facilities Planning and
Financial Aid Committee•
Book Exchange Comn1ittee
Graduate Council
Service and Activities Committee

send representatives to
information meeting
By Carolyn Carver
Rep. to Clubs and Organizations

There will be an informational
meeting Thurs. April 16 at 2 p.m. in
the Yakima Room of the SUB.
There will be several individuals
on hand to inform you of the
recognition process and answer
any questions.
I encourage all clubs and
organizations to make sure a
representative of your club or
organization be present. It is to
benefit you .

Teachers Edu cation. Co u n c fl
General Educ.a tion Committee
Academic Computing Committee ·
Athletics Committee
and
Campus Judicial Council

PICK UPllN APPL/Cl/ TION IN SUB 211/.
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CALENDAR
Monday, April 13

Thursday, April 9
DBASEBALL-Central vs. EWU. 1 p.m. at Athletic Field.

DLECTURE SERIES-"Issues in Bulgarian Management and
Industry." Presented by Mike Yanakiev. 7:30 p.m. at Orupe Center.

DTENNIS-Central men & women vs. Yakima Valley College. 2:30
p.m. at Nicholson Pavillion.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP-For Education majors. 3 to 4 p.m. at
Black Hall Room 107.
DDRAMA-"The Deadly Game." CWU Drama presentation. 8
,p.m. at the Tower Theater (through April 11).
OLIVE JAZZ AT THE TAV-9 p.m. to midllight. No cover charge.
Sponsored by NAJE and The Tav.

Tuesday, April 14
DCENTRAL TODAY-With Guy Solomon. 7:25 a.m. KNDO-TV.
DBASEBALL-Central vs. UW. 3 p.m. at Athletic Field.
DJOB SEARCH WORKSHOP-For Arts/Science majors. 3 to 4
p.m. at Shaw-Sm)'ser Room 105.
DLECTURE SERIES-"The Status of Women in Bulgaria."
presented by Emilia Yanakieva. 7:30 p.m. at Grupe Center.

Friday, April 10

Wednesday, April 15

OGOLF-CWU Invitational. 8 a.m. in Yakima.
DBOJ\RD OF TRUSTEES-2 p.m. at Bouillon Hall Room 143.

DTENNIS-Central women vs. Whitman. 2 p.m. at Nicholson
Pavillion.
OFACULTY SENATE FRIDAY FEST-4 to 6 p.m. at Grupe
Center.

OCENTRAL TODAY-With Guy Solomon. 7:25 a.m. KNDO-TV.
DTENNIS-Central men & women vs. Columbia Basin College. 2:30
p.m. at Nicholson Pavillion.
DPIANO CONCERT-Bonalyn Bricker-Smith and Timothy Strong.
8 p.m. at Hertz Recital Hall.

Thursday, April.16
Saturday, April 11
DTENNIS-Central men & women vs. Gonzaga. Noon at Nicholson
Pavillion.

DPACIEIC RIM LECTURE-"The Contribution of Women to
Development: Farm Women and Factory Girls in Modern Japan."
Presented by Dr. Gail Bernstein, University of Ariwna. 7:30 p.m. at
Grupe Center.

·.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SUPPORT
GROUP
Do you need help with an alcohol or
drug problem and feel you could
benefit by meeting with other students
with the same problem? The Substance
Abuse Support Group can help.
Meetings are private and joining the
group is by referral only. Contact
Deacon Meier at 963-1515 in the Student
Services
office.

WORK IN ENGLAND
BUNAC (British Universities North
America Clqb) encourages and sponsors American students to enroll in their
"Work in England" program. During
the six month program, students will
· learn to understand the customs and
culture of other people by working in
pubs, cafes, and shops. For more information, write to: BUNAC, 232 Vauxhall
Bridge.Road, London, SWlV lAU.

STUDY IN WEST GERMANY
The OPA Student Exchange Program
offers students an opportunity to study
in West Germany for one or two
semesters. Interested student should
write to: OPA, One Wilshire Building,
624 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles,
Calif., 90017.

CAN YOU WRITE COMEDY?
Comedian/actor Jimmie Walker
("J.J." on the television series "Good
Times'') wants to give a break to college
students who think they can write jokes
for stand-up comedy. Walker will pay
the writer of any material he uses.
Writers should send their material,
name, address and phone number to:
9000 Sunset Blvd., Suite 400, Los
Angeles, Calif.,90069.

GORILLA FALLS, DRUNKARD'S
DROP, SUFFOCATOR ...
Learn all about these places and more
on the Wenatchee River by using the
map produced by Central' s Geography
students. The map, featuring
photographs and the history and
geology of the river, is available at
Shaw-Smyser Room 110. The cost is
$3.50.

BEA STAR!
Off-campus students can have their
pictures taken for the yearbook all day
in the SUB this week. Check with the
ASCWU office for details on time and
place.

Don't miss "New Photographies 1987" in the Sarah Spurgeon Art
Gallery in Randall Hall. The exhibit features regiona~ artists and
is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. until May 1.

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
Ellensburg Birthright can help.
Anonymous pregnancy testing, medical
care and referral for professional
counseling are some of the services they
offer. Contact them at: Suite 202, 1808
Building, P.O. Box 52, Ellensburg, or
call: 962-6707
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MUSIC-----By DAVID JAMES
Staff Writer

Texas Boogie is a long running tradition which draws on blues, early rock
and roll, and a well amplified sound
system. Popularized in the seventies by
Johnny Winter and ZZ Top, it has enjoyed a resurgence in recent years
thanks in large part to Stevie Ray
Vaughan and Double Trouble. Their
latest release, the double "Live Alive"
L.P. finds that band in fine form.
These guys have always worked best
in a live environment. The raw energy
. and vitality of their music is hard to
catch in a studio. It's no surprise that
most of these songs sound a whole lot
better here than in their original versions. All of Vaughan's radio hits are
found on this album, including ''Pride
and Joy," "Love Struck Baby," and a
particularly intense version of ''Look at
Little Sister.~' There is also a healthy
dose of blues ("Texas Flood") and
covers (Stevie Wonder's ''Superstition''
and "Voodoo Chile" from Jimi Hendrix), as well as "Change It," Vaughan's
best slice of face twisting raunch to
date.
The only thing lacking is ideas. All
this stuff has been done before.
America has no shortage of great blues
legends, and what set them apart was
the way they personalized their playing.
Guitarists like Muddy Waters and B.B.
King had styles all their own, and they
.played with feeling. Vaughan just
soulds like an admirer. He knows all
the moves but he doesn't give them personality, and that is what separates a
good artist from a great one.
However, Stevie Ray can blow the
pants off George Thorogood any day,
and he sounds a lot better that ZZ Top
have since they discovered synthesizers, so give him three out of five
stars for trying to keep tradition alive.
On the international music scene, the
latest from Black Uhuru is called
' "Brutal". If you have never listened to
reggae, this is as good place as any to
start. One listen and it's easy to see why
this Jamaican vocal trio is considered to
be the best reggae act to come along
since Bob Marley's death in 1981.

I will say this is a fantastic film. The
director, James Cameron of "The T~r
minator'', knows how to direct action
scenes. The battles happen so quickly
that the audience can barely keep up
with the film. The aliens, sets, and
futuristic weapondry are excellent and
show that a lot of love and care was put
into this film. The script has a lot of
cliches in it from war, horror, and
science fiction films, yet they are
brought together in a way that seems
almost novel. The acting ranges from
workman-like to great.
This is an excellent film and is going
to be a classic science fiction film. The
only drawback to seeing it on video tape
is that the TV set is too small. ''Aliens''
should be seen on a giant 70mm screen
with dolby sotind assaulting you from
every direction. Now that's an experience.

makes a pain of herself. Slowly she
does manage to become nicer. All this
comes together in a smashingly funny
finale.
"Ruthless People" is an excellent
comedy by Disney's Touchstone Pictures. It has a very humorous script
along with nice direction and camera
work. The thing that makes this picture
special are the actors. DeVito, Midler,

• 4x4's

•
•
•
•
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Exhaust

RV's
Imports
Tune-Ups
Brakes

Complete Automotive Service Center

************

"Ruthless People" starts when Danny DeVito, playing his usual slimey self,
decides to kill his shrewish wife. When
he goes to do the dirty deed, however,
he finds that his wife, Bette Midler, has
been kidnapped. He decides to goad
the kidnappers into killing her. But the
kidnappers are very, very nice people
who are only doing this deed for
revenge and out of desperation. Judge
Reinhold is the husband of the ''crime
ring'' and he can't figure out why
DeVito isn't paying the ransom. Meanwhile, and I do mean mean, Midler verbally assaults the kidnappers and

and Reinhold are some of the funniest
people in Hollywood and when they get
together they are screamingly funny.
My personal favorite is DeVito. No one
plays slime like he plays slime.
Reinhold radiates good will and innocence in a funny sort of way, similar
to what he did in ''Beverly Hills Cop''.
Over all this is an ex~ellent fun picture.
It doesn't have any great meaning or
statement but you got to have fun
sometimes.

500 W. 8th Avenue

BRENT PO,RTER
CURT NESMITH

,,

Ellensburg, WA 98926
509 962-3555
.

~~Central Office Equipment

*RIBBONS*
and lift-off tapes for all typewriters
Full-line of all student supplies

111 E. 4th Ave. across from Maurices

POSITION .ANNOUNCEMENTS

STUDENT
APPRENTICES
(2 MAINTENANCE POSITIONS)

and
(1 PAINTING POSITION)

925-4444

Maintaining the condition and beauty of our buildings is the overall goal
of our maintenance programs. To achieve this, it takes a reliable,
dedicated and knowledgeable staff. Many Central students are hired
part time to assist our staff in this work. In an effort to increase the
experience and efficiency of our part-time staff, we have developed the
position of Auxiliary Services Maintenance Apprentice. The Apprentice
will be trained in the proper maintenance skills, and assume greater
responsibility than regular Maintenance Aides in the department.
Assistance to our full-time Maintenance staff in the care of residence
halls, apartments, The Conference Center, Dining Services buildings,
and with Special Projects will include (but not be limited to) the
following duties:
Carpentry: performing both rough and finish work on structures,
furnishings, and furniture, etc.
Plumbing: installing or repairing faucets, drains, lavatories, valves, etc.
Steamfitting: pipefitting, installing valves, insulating pipes, and cutting
or threading pipes, etc.

0

Electrical: installing light fixtures, repairing electrical circuits, repairing
switches, electrical receptacles, etc.
Mechanical: repairing buffers, vacuums, appliances, etc.
Fabrication: welding, repairing duct work, etc.

The unique vocal style these three
have developed is both original and, at
times, haunting. Junior Reid sings most
of the leads with Puma Jones and
Ducky Simpson harmonizing and echoing him in the background. The lyrics
deal with political repression, racial tension, and Rastafarianism, the religious
sect most of Jamaica's well known performers embrace.

Power tools: operating table saws, radial arm saw, router, sander,
edger, planer, circular saw, drills, saber saw, etc.
Automotive equipment: driving pick-up, truck, three-wheeler, tractor,
and fork-lift in transporting workers or equipment and supplies.
Keeping shop and work sites clean and serviced.

Painting: applying paint with brush, roller or sprayer, preparing
surfaces, trimming, cleaning equipment, and properly caring for
equipment, taping, patching, plastering, grouting showers, texturing
ceilings, glazing windows, vinyting walls, using scaffolding and staging,
and tiling with ceramic and floor tile.

MOVIES....,__ __

Performing other related maintenance duties as assigned.

By MICHAELJ. ANDERSON
Staff Writer

All applicants must be 18 years of age or older, possess a valid
Washington Drivers License, and furnish their own hand toots.

Thanks to Alternate Channels Video
for the use of a VCR and video tapes.
Well, there are some films that are
difficult for a reViewer to talk about.
Who hasn't heard of "Aliens"? What
can I tell you about the plot of the picture without giving away surprises to
those who haven't seen it? I could call it
Alien meets war pictures. I could talk
about a town of settlers being attacked
by hundreds of aliens. I could tell you
about Sigourney Weaver, and how
she's back with a vengeance. I could
tell you about the only survivor of an
aliens attack, a cute little girl named
Newt. Should I tell you all of this? Probably not.

Apprentices will be expected to dress neatly. Thongs, bare feet, shorts
or hatter tops may not be worn at any time on the job. They will be
expected to be helpful and polite to all persons with whom they come
in contact during the course of their work.

AUXILIARY SERVICES
MAINTENANCE OFFICE
Central Washington University

The Maintenance Apprentices will augment our regular staff on a parttime basis. During the school year Apprentices must have a four-hour
block of available time - 8 a.m. - noon or 1 p.m.-5 p.m., not to exceed
16 hours of work per week. It may also be necessary to work full-time
during quarter breaks. Work may be on a designated non-scheduled
workweek basis. School year starting wage will be $4.80 per hour.
During the summer, while working full-time, the Apprentice will receive
the appropriate Civil Service salary.
For further information and applications, please contact the Auxiliary
Services Maintenance Office, Barge 101.
Closing date is April 22, 1987 at 5 p.m.
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What boxing may lack in class, it makes up for in crass
What brings this to mind is,
of course, Marvelous Marvin
Hagler's response following
his loss to Sugar Ray Leonard.
He gave us the old line about
the judge's bias, added insinuations that the fight was
fixed, and even suggested
that Leonard fought like a lady
(if Leonard fought like a lady,
he must have been hitting
Hagler with a pretty heavy
purse judging from the way
Hagler walked to his dressing
room).

Around
the
Horn
with
DAN

STILLER

There is one thing that is
definitely missing in the boxing world these days. It's not a
lack of quality fighters as
many people would have you
believe. No, the thing that is
missing involves one word class.

The lack of class extends
way beyond post-fight comments like Hagler's and like
Larry Holmes - who can ever
forget the famous Rocky Marciano couldn't carry f!1Y jock
line? It starts with the fight
promoters, extends to _the

managers and, naturally,
reaches the fighters.
Let's ·start with Don King.
Let's start with Don King's
hair. His do is a dead giveaway
as to the kind of man he is.
What kind of ethical
businessman wears his hair in
an electrical outlet fashion?
Probably one who has done
time for income tax evasion,
as King has. It's scary to think
that the most influential man
in a sport is an ex-con.
The promotion of fights has
turned in to a ridiculous spectacle rivaled only by big-time
wrestling. It is in this area that
Mohammed Ali had a
devastating effect on boxing.
Ali's style of hype was to talk
as much trash about the fight
and his opponent as he could

and then go in to the ring and
back it up. Fortunately, Ali was
a charming and intelligent (as
boxers go) man who could
talk some quality trash.
Nowadays, fighters feel
obligated to follow in Ali's
footsteps and talk trash before
every fight. The trash that they
spew, however, sounds about
as hollow as the dialogue between the Iron Sheik and the
Junkyard Dog.
Seriously though, wouldn't
it be a breath of fresh air to
hear a fighter accept a loss
with some class. Just think of
the respect Hagler would have
gained if, after the fight, he
said something like this:
"Well, it was a tough fight.
One that I felt I got the better
of, but obviously the judges
thought differently and it's

·their opinion that counts. I'd
just like to say that Sugar Ray
fought a good bout and I hope
he gives me the chance that I
gave him and we can meet
again."
It is my opinion that the
Marvelous one would have
gained as much respect from
the public by reacting this way
as he would of had he won the
fight.
Whatever the case, even if
Sugar Ray was using his purse
to batter Hagler, and even if
the judges were biased, and
even if the fight was fixed (all
of these except the purse are
possible in the seedy boxing
world), Hagler, by popping
off, comes away sounding like
just another sourgrapes, noclass bum.

Paul Goulet has
overcome a career
threatening injury
and now.he • • •

• •

. Speaks softly and swings a big stick

Goulet's father, Wilfred, watched
in horror from the stands
Staff Writer
as the incident unfolded in front
March 19, 1985 is a day Cen- of him. "His face looked like
tral outfielder Paul Goulet Mohammed Ali took him 12
would like to forget, but can't. It rounds," the elder Goulet exwas on that day Goulet suffered plained.
an injury that would influence
Reconstructive facial surgery
many baseball players toward was performed to repair the
hanging up their spikes.
damage and Goulet returned to
In the first game of a the diamond a mere three
doubleheader
against weeks later. Ironically, the
Washington State, Goulet was Wildcats' foe in his first game
blasted in the face from point- back was the Cougars.
blank range by a relay throw as
In his first at-bat, Goulet riphe attempted to break up a dou- . ped a single and has shown no
ble play. The ball was travelling outward effects of the injury
an estimated 70 miles an hour. since. Last season, Goulet hit
The damage was severe - a .357 on his way to being named
smashed nose, broken the Wildcats' Most Valuable
cheekbone and serious damage .Player. This year, he has strugglto his nasal passages.
ed somewhat, hitting .333
Goulet remembers the play without much power, but is still
vividly. "It was bang-bang," he contributing to the team's recent
said. ''They turned it quicker success.
than I thought they would. My
While the injury hasn't af-.
first reaction (after it happened) fected his performance, Goulet
was I thought I would be blind- admits the injury still lingers
ed. I thought my eye was out.''
rather strongly in his mind.
By DUANE MORRIS

''That's (the injury) is the first
thing I think about when I get on
base. My immediate reaction is
to slide about halfway down the
basepath when I've got to break
up a double play,'' jokes Goulet.
· Goulet' s life underwent a major change after the '86 season
when he married Central senior
Lisa Schulz. While marriage
would seem to be a difficult
transition for most studentathletes, married life has agreed
with Goulet. ''It's an added
boost. She keeps pushing me
and when I'm down, she picks
me right up," says Goulet.
"There's a lot of teamwork. I'm
doing something I enjoy and
she's a part of that, just as much
as I am.''
No stranger to teamwork, Lisa
hung up her spikes after long
jumping during her freshman
year at Central, citing a desire to
watch . Paul play as a major
reason. While she shares her
husband's enthusiasm about
their marriage, she admits being

married to an athlete isn't
always easy. "There are a lot of
frustrations sometimes, because
his mind is always on the
game," says Lisa. "He gets
grouchy, but I try to be as supportive as I can and understand
when he is down and not take it
personally.''
After the dismal 15-31 record
the Wildcats posted last spring,
Goulet was hesitant about turning out this year. It was Lisa
who encouraged him to make
the most of his final year in a
Central uniform. ''After last
year, when it seemed like we
were used to losing, I wasn't
sure I was going to turn out, but
she encouraged me and told me
to go for it," recalls Goulet. "I'd
hate for him to not play
baseball,'' says Lisa. ''He'd probably get bored and frustrated
seeing everyone else out there.''
Interestingly, baseball wasn't
on Goulet' s mind upon graduation from Prosser High School.
A two-time All-Mid Valley ·

league running back, Goulet
saw football as his ticket to college. ''To get to college, I had to
play football. It was the only
way I would get there,'' says
Goulet.
After being recruited by
Washington State as a cornerback, Goulet decided to bring
his gridiron talents to Central.
After spending two seasons in
the Wildcat backfield, he found
himself longing to return to the
baseball diamond. ''During
. football, I'd look over on the
baseball field and watch them
hit," remembers Goulet. "I
always wanted to be over there,
taking some cuts and ground
balls. i think baseball was my
first love."
Looking at Goulet' s individual
statistics, one would have to
conclude the switch from taking
hand-offs to taking batting practice has been a success.
Pleas~

see Goulet page 16
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more about

Goulet
from page 15

However, Goulet would gladly tum in
his stats for a shot at appearing with his
teammates at the regional tournament
this year. "I'd be happy to hit .250 and
win 15 more ball games. I think with
our potential, we have a great shot to go
to regionals,'' he explained.
Goulet realizes he is counted on for
leadership this year, as does first-year
coach Ken Wilson. While Goulet fully

accepts the role, he has found it difficult
at times. ''I want to be a leader by what
I do, not by what I say,'' he explained.
"But, so far, it's been pretty difficult
because I've struggled with the bat."
If the past is any indication, Goulet
will adapt to his new role and succeed,
capping a highly successful athletic
career at Central.

QUALITY IS THE DIFFERENCE
Tem1 papers, resumes, letters, theses, placement files,

GIANTSCREEN
UNBELIEVABLE
SOUND

tape transcription, photocopies

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
222 E. 4th, Suite D
(corner of 4th and Rubv)

925-9225

--

RESUME COUNSELING -- REASONABLE RATES -- FREE ESTIMATES

HANS' GYM
\\\- 7thANNUAL -///

/},!~~

~CA
c8=7

Kittitas County's.

10D-\YS
CHEVROLET

STRONGEST .
MAN & WOMAN
CONTEST.

AN

PLACE: Sub Ballroom

JJCTV:;.

TIME: April 14, 7:30pm
COST: $2.50

Saturday April 25, 1987

SPECIAL
EVENT .

<

Open to anyone living in Kittitas County
Deadline to enter, April 18th, 1987

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 962•92 7 7

General Public Welcome

208 W. 5th

THE
Summer
Jobs
OBSERVER CWU
Housing Services
No news
is good news

To qualify for these positions, applicants must be at least 18 years of age
and possess a valid Washington State motor vehicle ·operator's license.
Applicants must be able to perform physical labor. Applicants must also
show proof of identity and employability (driver's license, social security
card, alien registration card, and/or passport, etc.).
/" ~

All applicants should apply through the Personnel Office (Bouillon Hall,
Room 139). Applications must be completed and returned to the
Personnel Office no later than 5 p.m., Wednesday, April 22, 1987.
NOTE: No annual leave will be granted during appointment. Salary is at
rate shown below.
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II
$11.87/HOUR
Applicants must have journey-level experience in plumbing and carpentry.
These are worker-lead positions and experience in dfrecting and working with
other trades will be given preference. Employment for these positions may
begin June 2, 1987'.

JQB?
PIZZA MIA is
now Hiring!
Apply at:
801 Euclid Way
925-1111
925-2222

The University H.ousing Department
has several projects requiring
temporary positions in the
following trades .o r related areas:
Carpentry, Plumber/Pipe/
Steamfitter, Cement Finishing, and
Custodial. These projects are
expected to begin June 16, 1987
and terminate September 18, 1987
(except as noted). Preference will
be given t.o. ~rmanent employees,
Housing ~WICe.S aNt .Atlltilfary ·
Services Mefntenance students and
temporary employees, and persons
who will be ~nrolled as full-time
students at Central, Fall Quarter
1987.

MAINTENANCE AIDE
$6,69/HOUR
Assist trades people in €arpentry, ,plumbtng, eleetrical and various construct.ion
related tasks. · .,

MAINTENANCE AIDE: PAINTING
$6.69/HOUR
The work primarily includes preparation and painting the interior and exterior
of Auxiliary Services buildings. Must furnish own small hand tools.

. CUSTO.OIAN
$5.95/HOUR
Applicaqts will be expected to dress neatly. Typical work includes sweeping,
mopptng, vacuuming, floor refinishing, opening buildings and preparing them
for use, maintaining building security, moving furniture, changing lightbulbs,
emptying trash, stripping beds, laying out linen, etc. Must be available to work
on weekends. These positions begin June 13, 1987.
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Bats run hot and cold, 'Cats split four games
By DAN STILLER
Sports Editor

The Wildcat baseball team had a
rocky start to the week just past, but
recovered in time to finish the week
with a 2-2 record. The 'Cats revival
comes just in time as they are currently
playing what is probably the toughest
week on their schedule.
After playing -a doubleheader against
the UW yesterday (results unavailable
at press time), the Wildcats meet
Eastern Washington for two games today before travelling to Lewiston
tomorrow to play a three-game set
against perennial power LCSC.
Last week began in Pulhnan where
Central' s bats were asleep while WSU

1102 Canron Rd.

earned a sweep by scores of 8-1 and 9-0.
In the opener, Cougar freshman Scott
Smith's two-run triple off Wildcat
starter Billy Wells in the second inning
gave Cougar starter Joe Urbon all the
support he would need. The freshman
pitcher combined with reliever Randy
Snyder to limit Central to just three hits,
one of which was shortstop Marc
Greeley's second home ruil of the year.
Six Cougar hurlers combined to blank
the 'Cats on just six hits in the nightcap
as no Central baserunner advanced past
second base in the nine inning contest.
Central starter Carl Casperson was
the victim of some hard luck as he took
his first loss of the season against two
wins. Wells was hung with the L in the
opener, evening his mark at 1-1. .

* Your on1y full service

llt1t to ht Schw1lll

925-16&5

repair shop open
6DAYSAWEEK

* Complete auto repair for foreign and domestic
cars

* Specializing .in transmission
*

Towing on request
.~

-I

~ /\

Mon.- Fri. 7:30 am to 6:00 pm
Open Saturdy at 8:00 am

Central's bats came alive on Sunday,
however, and the College of Idaho were
the unlucky recipients of the offensive
barrage as the 'Cats clobbered the
Coyotes, 20-6.
Leftfielder Chris Johnson was the offensive star of the game, going three for
four with a homer and a double to go
with four runs, two RBI' s, two walks,
and three stolen bases. Joe Dawson
chipped in three hits and Andy Kimple
knocked in three runs.
Righthander Jay Peterson won his
first decision of the year and Todd Cort
earned his second save.
On Monday, the same two teams
met, but this time the story was pitching
- namely the pitching of Billy Wells.
The junior transfer from UNLV pitched

the first nine inning Central shutout
since 1975, beating the Coyotes 4-0 for
his second win.
The hard-throwing righthander, who
was coming off a pulled groin, scattered
eight hits and three walks in his routegoing performance.
''It (his groin) was sore so I relied
more on my lower body," Wells explained. "I didn't have my good velocity so I relied on movement to get by.
Kelly (catcher Kelly Montoya) called a
good game."

Paul Goulet' s RBI single. and
Johnson's two-run, two out single provided all the support Wells would need
in boosting Central' s record to 8-6.

·- ------------------------------------Coupon

PIZZA HUT
Buy any Large Pizza Hut
n
Pan Pizza
0
,,•0
or
D
Thin'n Crispy Pizza
and pay Medium Price
Corner 8th and Main

925-5001

.C~apon

---------~-----------------------------

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
APARTMENT COMPLEX
MANAGER
Central Washington University Housing Services,
Barge Hall 103, is now accepting applications for
the position of Apartment Complex Manager. There
is currently one position open and one more is
anticipated by August 15, 1987, but all future
positions will be filled from this posting (to October
1987). Application and required evaluation forms
must be completed and returned to the Housing
Office no later than 5 p.m., April 24, 1987.
Applicant must be a CWU student in good standing
and eligible to live off-campus in any housing unit.
Duties include the overall management of a
university apartment complex, working closely with
the Housing Office to assure that housing policies
and building security are maintained. Applicant
must like working with people and should expect
irregular hours. This position is open to both single
and married students of Central.
Applications are available at the Housing Office,
Barge Hall 103. Remember that the application and
evaluation forms must be completed and returned to
the Housing Office no later than April -24, 1987. So
if you're interested, apply early.
If you have any questions, please contact Perry
Rowe in the Housing Services Office, Barge
Hall 103, telephone 963-1831.

Housing Services

I

~
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Torrence leads tracksters
By JOE CZECH
Staff Writer

( Central hosted athletes from Whitworth, UPS, UW, Whitman, and
Highline CC in their first home meet of
the season, April 4.
Central' s Jon Torrence highlighted
the meet with two national qualifying
marks: 163'-1" in the discus and a
school record 184' -6.5'' in the hammer
throw. Both Torrence and Bill Walker
qualified for district in- the shot put . .
Walker also topped the district standard
in the discus and Tracy Goff qualified in
the hammer throw.
With a little help from the wind, Jimmie Dillingham won the 100-meter
dash in a district qualifying 10.8 and ran
a leg on the winning 4x100 meter relay
team {with Jim Gallagher, Bill Stenlund
and Charles Chandler). Chandler won
the 400 hurdles and- placed second in
the 110 hurdles, just one-tenth off the
national qualifying time of 14.4. He and
John Arlt both qualified for district in
the 400 hurdles, Arlt coming in third.
The wind improved the sprint times
but slowed the longer races. Mike Pace,
returning after a year off, won the 1500

by almost two seconds after trailing the
leader by about thirty meters on the last
lap. 1500-meter All-American Ken
Rossetto is not competing for Central
this year, but Pace, Mike McCluskey,
Steve Jackson and Dale King are
capable of scoring national points in the
middle-distance races. Art Clarke,
district runner-up at 5000-meters in
1985, will not compete this year due to
an injury. The steeplechase will be
handled by Shawn Barrow who won
the event on Saturday.
The women's team, led by Angela
Wright and freshman Heather Lucas,
posted five victories. Wright, Donna
Haupt and Lindsey Kountz finished
first, second and third, respectively in
the 100 and 200. All three qualified for
district in the 100 and Wright also met
the 200 standard. Lucas won the long
jump by almost a foot and won the 1500
by over 10 seconds. Her long jump
mark qualified her for district. Karen
Munger cleared the district standard in
the high jump with a leap of 5' -2''.
Cross-country All-American Kim
Burke, who is coming off an injury
which caused her to miss the majority
of the cross-country season, placed second in the 3000.

KCAT 91 FM

.Whateverhappenedto
-Jim Morrison?
Tell us in a letter of 50 words or less
and you could win prizes.

Men and women natters
suffer through long week
By BRIAN ZYISTRA
Staff Writer

Things haven't been peachy keen for
Central' s men's and women's tennis
teams following their return to action
after spring break. The CWU men remain winless after
dropping a 5-4 decision at Yakima
Valley March 30 and a 9-0 match at
Green River the next day. Central, 0-4,
closed out the week's action by placing
fourth out of five teams at the Seattle
Pacific Imitational last weekend.
Central' s women's squad did little
better at the tourney, finishing third out
of four. On March 30, the Wildcats
were routed by YVC, 8-1.
After having played road matches at
Seattle University Tuesday and Gonwga Wednesday, the men and women
return to Ellensburg for several home
matches.
This afternoon at 2:30, the Wildcats
host YVC. After the women entertain
Whitworth tomorrow at 2 p.m., both
the men and women host Gonzaga
Saturday at noon and Columbia Basin
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
At the SPU Invitational, Central' s
men's team finished behind tourneychampion Willamette, Seattle Pacific
and Seattle University. Whitworth placed fifth in the tournament.
The University of Portland captured
first in the women's division, followed
by Seattle Pacific, Central and Seattle U.
Sherri Holmes turned in the top individual performance for __ CWU,
reaching the semifinals before losing to
SPU's Kim Buchanan, 6-4, 5-7, 7-6.
After earning a first-round bye, Holmes
defeated Portland's Jenni Phillips, 6-1,
6-2, and UP'sMarci Thorndike, 6-4, 6-4.
Linda Johnson advanced to the
quarterfinals before falling to Portland's
Sandra Smith, 6-2, 6-3. Johnson made it
to the quarterfinals by downing
Seattle's Hannah Kunz, 6-2, 6-3, and
SPU's Pam Nagaoka, 6-4, 7-5.
On the men's side, Central' s Frank
Pettersen was eliminated in the quarterfinals by Seattle Pacific's George Solovjev, 6-3, 6-4. Earlier, Pettersen scored
wins over SU's Mark Touhy (6-1, 6-1)
and Central teammate Charlie Miller
(6-1, 6-2).
David Grant captured one of three

consolation bracket titles by blasting
Ken Rey of Seattle Pacific, 6-0, 6-2.
"I think everyone played real well,"
CWU head coach Dennis Roberts said.

Call 963-2311 for details.

Please see Tennis page 19

411 N. Pine

925-9134

Baseball
Bats &Mitts

Intramural
Softball
-Uniforms

Louisville Slugger
Easton-MizunoWilson-SSK
Bombat-

20%

2Q%T0 40%
Cleats
(Baseball-multi)
One Section

40%-60%
Off Retail

Best Prices-

Best Quality- Best Service

• Rackets Restrung
• New Grips on Bats

•Re lacing Baseball Gloves _

e FREE ADVICE
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more about Tennis

Frazzini' s Pizza Place
Best pizza in Ellensburg

from page 18
Against Green River, only Miller had
a close match, losing a thriller at sixth
singles to Tad Barber, 6-4, 1-6, 7-6.
Roberts said the Gators were simply
too strong for his Wildcats. ''They get
the players who don't quite make the
University of Washington, so they're
always re~y tough.''
CWU, despite forfeiting two points
for having only five players on hand,
gave YVC all it could handle for losing.
The Wildcats captured four of five
singles matches but lost both doubles
matches.
·

Brian Zylstra edged Yakima Valley's
Julio Gomez in first singles, 6-2, 5-7, 7-6,
and CWU third singles player Matt
Weaver outlasted Richie Kowatsch, 7-5,
4-6, 6-3.

'THANKS you for your SUPPORT!'

In the Plaza
925-9855

In fourth singles, Miller nipped
Carlos Lopez, 6-3, 4-6, 7-6, and Central's
Alan Roy scored a 6-3, 3-6; 7-6 win over
Mike Rummel in fifth singles.

We have had 11 years of continuous service
to Central Washington University and
Ellensburg.

The only Central player .to collect a
win in the women's match against YVC
was Lisa Burton, who scored a 6-4, 6-3
triumph over Ellen Montgomery in fifth
singles.

We owe this to our fantastic customers!
Special Student Rates!

Remember:

$50.00 per quarter, plus tax
$25.00 per month, plus tax
hours:

*We o.f fer the BEST 'all you can eat' Pizza
Parties!!

6 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturday-Sunday

· *Fast pizza delivery - FREE with your order
_~.f_.8:-~Y ~~. in~_h or 16 inch .pizza! .
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. . ..

East on Old Vantage Highway
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··. "· *We.~ ·a ccept · coupons
~

from all local · pizza ·
restaurants and. will hon~r most non.-coupon
specials!

See you again real soon!
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·· *FOOD
*MUSIC
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ENTERTAINMENT

·*DANCING
*PRIZES
Location:
Date:
Time:

ALBERTSONS
TUES. APRIL 14
7-10 pm

Everyone
we1come1

Win a sonvwatchman -Dinner for two
Rubber raft -camera -and much more!
SPONSORED BY: KOBE ~~3 I &ALBERTSON$
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